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Pulls jointly this excellent thrillogy of factoids concerning the indestructible martial arts legend:
the reality approximately Chuck Norris The lowdown at the toughest, sexiest, and beardiest guy
to ever stalk the earth given that its emergence from the bowels of the internet, the Chuck Norris
truth has roundhouse kicked its approach into the world’s attention with the entire vim and
verve of its namesake. making a song the praises of his unequaled toughness, his powerful
kicking feet, his indestructible beard, his scary virility, and his skill to prevent time through
brooding about pineapples, the reality approximately Chuck Norris is the only Von ganz unten
nach ganz oben publication courageous adequate to head in the back of the beard and show
the genuine Chuck. Ian Spector, webmaster of the positioning which began the meme and
survivor of a real-life stumble upon with Chuck himself, has chosen the four hundred such a lot
kick-ass evidence from his library of Von ganz unten nach ganz oben thousands, in addition to
illustrations as amazing because the guy himself. This death-defying quantity comprises such
awe-inspiring observations as: A cobra as soon as bit Chuck Norris’s leg. After 5 days of
excruciating pain, the cobra died. Chuck Norris cost a cellphone by way of rubbing it opposed to
his beard. while an episode of “Walker, Texas Ranger” aired in France, the French surrendered
to Chuck Norris simply to be at the secure side. Chuck Norris used Von ganz unten nach ganz
oben to be the 1st individual to tame a dinosaur. Chuck Norris as soon as visited The Virgin
Islands. Afterward, they have been renamed The Islands. each piece of furnishings in Chuck
Norris’s home is a complete Gym. a must have paean to the archetypical American male and a
bible of all issues Chuck, the reality approximately Chuck Norris is definitely an important
booklet of all time. (List Price: $12.00) Chuck Norris Vs. Mr. T In November 2007, Gotham
Books unleashed the reality approximately Chuck Norris upon the realm and adjusted
publishing forever. Von ganz unten nach ganz oben Containing four hundred farcical proof
approximately popular culture icon Chuck Norris, the booklet burned via 13 printings,
roundhouse kicked the recent York instances bestseller list, and left readers overjoyed (and just
a little terrified).... Now Ian Spector has back to his voluminous vault Von ganz unten nach ganz
oben to deliver readers two hundred new Chuck Norris proof along two hundred proof
approximately his longtime antagonist Mr. T, in a conflict that pits foot opposed to fist, beard
opposed to mohawk, and Delta strength opposed to A-Team. incorporated during this fearsome
tome are such startling observations as: there's not anything to worry yet worry itself, and worry
itself fears Chuck Norris. King Kong as soon as challenged Godzilla to an arm-wrestling match.
Mr. T won. the explanation child infants cry is simply because they recognize they've got simply
Von ganz unten nach ganz oben entered a global with Chuck Norris. The final guy to make eye
touch with Mr. T was once Stevie Wonder. Chuck Norris is a man's man's man. Mr. T as soon
as beat a guy to loss of life together with his personal corpse. A hilarious tribute to 2 of the best
people who've ever lived, Chuck Norris vs Mr. T is the only ebook which may ultimately display
what occurs whilst an impossible to resist strength meets an immovable object. (List Price:
$12.00) Chuck Norris can't be Stopped The Legend of Chuck Norris Lives On After the lethal
duo of the reality approximately Chuck Norris and Chuck Norris vs. Mr. T roundhouse-kicked
bestseller lists, Ian Spector returns to accomplish the thrillogy that has develop into simply as
unstoppable, herculean, and mythical as Chuck Norris himself. Chuck Norris can't be Stopped

finds four hundred all-new evidence concerning the roughest, toughest, and buffest guy to ever
stalk the face of the Earth. This 3rd testomony concerning the grasp of macho manliness
uncovers such unknown evidence as: Jesus follows Chuck Norris on Twitter. the explanation
we've not stumbled on Osama Bin encumbered is simply because Chuck Norris chanced on
him first. while Chuck Norris tells time, time obeys. A sun eclipse is the sun's try to cover from
Chuck Norris. anyone as soon as positioned Chuck Norris on hold. that is the place the time
period choke-hold comes from. a guy as soon as broke each bone in his physique to prevent
Chuck Norris doing it for him. Brimming with brawn and whole of fortitude, Chuck Norris can't be
Stopped comprises every little thing you ever desired to learn about Chuck Norris yet have been
too terrified to ask. (List Price: $12.00)
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